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Abstract
This paper discusses the development of a benign termination scenario for runaway electron
(RE) beams on ASDEX Upgrade and TCV. A systematic study revealed that a low electron
density (ne) companion plasma was required to achieve a large MHD instability, which expelled
the confined REs over a large wetted area and allowed for the conversion of magnetic energy to
radiation. Control of the companion plasma ne was achieved via neutral pressure regulation and
was agnostic to material injection method. The neutral pressure required for recombination was
found to be dependent on impurity species, quantity and RE current. On TCV, ne increased at
neutral pressures above 1 Pa, indicating that higher collisionality between the REs and neutrals
may lead to an upper pressure limit. The conversion of magnetic energy to radiated energy was
measured on both machines and a decrease in efficiency was observed at high neutral pressure
on TCV. The benign termination technique was able to prevent any significant increase in
maximum heat flux on AUG from 200 to 600 kA of RE current, highlighting the ability of this
approach to handle fully formed RE beams.
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1. Introduction

Disruption mitigation is the last line of defense against disrup-
tions for a tokamak. Presently, it is achieved through massive
material injection with the goal of radiating the stored thermal
and magnetic energy over a large area. A bi-product of this
process is an increase in plasma resistance and toroidal elec-
tric field, leading to an acceleration force on the electrons. This
acceleration can overcome the collisional friction and result in
the formation of relativistic electrons (RE). Current modeling
predicts that an RE beam may be unavoidable during the nuc-
lear phase of ITER [1–3].

If unmitigated, an RE beam has the potential to cause severe
localized heating, which can lead to melting. This has already
been observed on machines such as JET and at RE currents
below 1 MA [4]. The conversion of magnetic energy to kin-
etic energy, and subsequently to heat flux at the RE impact
location, is one the key reasons for the destructive power of
REs. Currently, there is no validated method for the safe ter-
mination of RE beams.

A potential solution for RE mitigation is ‘benign termina-
tion’ via low-Z injection and excitation of an MHD instabil-
ity to expel the REs without regeneration [5]. The key to
the success of this method is the conversion of magnetic
energy to thermal energy and consequently radiated energy,
thus spreading it over a large area. Prior to this work, this
has only been explored on DIII-D, FTU and JET with prom-
ising initial results [6–8]. This paper outlines the applica-
tion of this technique on ASDEX Upgrade (AUG) and TCV
and a systematic study of its operational domain. Specifically,
this paper will address the density regulation via neutral
pressure as a function of impurity species, quantity and RE
current, documentation of wetted area, and quantification
of the conversion of magnetic to radiated energy. All with
the final goal of creating a data set that can be used to
develop models for the extrapolation of benign termination
to ITER.

2. Benign termination scenario

The formation of a nominal RE beam on AUG and TCV
is achieved via the injection of impurities into the plasma,
as detailed in [9, 10]. Low density plasmas are used on
both machines, with addition ECRH heating being applied
on AUG to generate the seed population. A circular lim-
ited configuration was used on AUG, whilst an elongated
and diverted plasma configuration was used on TCV. The
injected impurities were Ar on AUG, and Ne, Ar and Kr
on TCV for this study [11]. After the disruption and forma-
tion of the RE beam, a low temperature ‘companion’ plasma
exists in parallel. The energy source for this companion

plasma is primarily collisions with the RE beam and energy
is lost through radiation and conduction via neutrals. An
overview of the benign termination process on AUG at
varying RE currents is presented in figure 1, with the
primary impurity injection indicated by the dashed cyan line.
A non-benign termination example (red) is presented for
comparison.

The first step in the benign termination sequence is the
injection of low-Zmaterial to increase the neutral pressure and
recombine the companion plasma. This was achieved via D2
massive gas injection (MGI), indicated by the black dashed
line in figure 1 at 1.02 s. At neutral pressures above this recom-
bination threshold, the radiated power is reduced relative to the
nominal RE beam scenario, indicating the companion plasma
is predominantly cooled via conduction of energy to the walls
via the neutrals [12]. If the D2 injection is insufficient, or the
gas is pumped out, this will lead to a partially ionized com-
panion plasma, as shown in the non-benign example (red) in
figure 1.

An RE beam in the presence of a fully recombined com-
panion plasma leads to a low RE loss rate, and subsequently
system resistance, as evidenced by the low hard x-ray (HXR)
signal (figure 1) and a reduction in loop voltage (not shown).
The reduced loop voltage in turn leads to a reduction in the
electric field and consequently the energy of the REs [13], as
discussed in section 3.2.1. By applying the now available addi-
tional loop voltage, it is possible to increase the RE current
until the desired value and allow for precise current scaling
studies on AUG. This was not required on TCV due to full cur-
rent conversion and a fixed current of 150 kA for this study.
The current was not varied on TCV to allow gas species and
quantity scans with minimal other variables.

The final stage in the benign termination process is the
reduction of qedge until an MHD instability grows, disrupt-
ing the plasma and expelling the confined REs. This is nom-
inally achieved on AUG and TCV through compression of
the plasma on the center column, as illustrated in figure 2.
The fast expulsion of the REs leads to a spike on the HXR
detector and current, indicating a re-connection event. The
current is then carried by the cold Ohmic plasma, leading to
high radiated power (PRad) and a fast CQ. The radiated energy
(WRad) is indicative of the conversion of magnetic energy into
radiation, preventing the conversion of magnetic energy into
RE kinetic energy and subsequent heat-flux on plasma facing
components [5].

The impact of the benign termination process on the dis-
ruption heat loads can be quantified via infrared (IR) ther-
mography. The temperatures measured on the central column
for both machines immediately following a benign and non-
benign termination are shown in figure 3. The fields of
view are approximately at the height of the magnetic axis
on both machines with perpendicular (TCV) and tangential
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Figure 1. Overview of a non-benign (red) and benign termination
pulses at 200, 500 and 600 kA on AUG.

Figure 2. Compression of the plasma on the center column of TCV
to approach low qedge (#74638).

(AUG) views of the central column. The wider view on TCV
demonstrates the large increase in wetted area and decrease in
surface temperature achieved via the benign termination tech-
nique. The images from AUG, cropped to show the tile used
for heat flux inferences in section 4, highlight the significant
decrease in maximum surface temperature at the center of the
beam impact. The full sequence of images showing increas-
ing wetted area over the transition to benign termination are
available in [12].

Figure 3. IR images of post-disruption center column tile
temperatures on TCV (top) and AUG (bottom).

3. Operational domain

The operational domain of the benign termination scheme
was explored through variations in the impurity gas species
(Ne/Ar/Kr) and quantity injected to form the RE beam, low-
Z gas species (H2/D2) and quantity, injection method, plasma
current and the path to low qedge. Fueling valves were used to
maintain a desired neutral pressure when required, resulting
in stabilization of the ionization rates and recombination rates
for analysis.

The wetted area measured by the IR cameras was used as a
proxy to gauge the effectiveness of the benign termination and
spreading of the heat load. The wetted area was calculated by
a count of the number of pixels above a threshold temperature,
set by equation (1):

TThreshold = TMax. − 0.7(TMax. −TAvg.) . (1)

It was found that the wetted area increased with decreasing
free electron density (ne), as shown in figure 4 top. This res-
ult suggests that recombination of the companion plasma is a
prerequisite of benign termination. The neutral pressure was
used to control ne and was found to correlate directly with
wetted area, figure 4 bottom. A rollover in wetted area was
observed at neutral pressures above 0.5 Pa and this is addressed
in section 3.2.

The nominal path to low qedge in these experiments was
compression of the plasma onto the center column. This will
not be possible on ITER due to control system limitations

3
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Figure 4. Post disruption wetted area inferences from an IR camera
as a function of ne (top) and neutral pressure (bottom).

[1]. Instead, a vertical displacement event (VDE) is expected
to effectively compress the plasma until the MHD instabil-
ity occurs. To explore the impact of variations in the path to
low qedge, compression rate scans were conducted on AUG
and low qedge was approached through Ip and BT ramps on
TCV. Compression rate scans doubling rate of compression
and holding qedge at integer values did not yield a clear result.
All final collapses on AUG occurred at a qedge of 2, with the
exception of one disruption at qedge of 3. Similarly, approach-
ing qedge via Ip and BT ramps on TCV resulted in benign ter-
minations occurring at a qedge of 2 [12]. Attempts weremade to
vertically displace the beam on TCV, mimicking a VDE, and
the current quench (CQ) rate and radiated power were charac-
teristic of a benign termination. However, IR measurements to
confirm this were not possible in this pulse due to the displace-
ment of the beam. Partial collapses or re-avalanche of REs, as
previously reported on JET [6], were not observed in these
experiments.

3.1. Requirements for recombination

Having established that companion plasma recombination is
required for benign termination, the minimum neutral pres-
sures required to achieve this with different impurity species,
quantity and plasma currents were explored. The gas species
quantity scans were conducted on TCV and the plasma current
scan on AUG. At plasma currents below 400 kA, sufficient

Figure 5. Neutral pressure requirements for recombination as a
function of impurity species (a), neon quantity (b) and RE
current (c).

H2/D2 was injected to recombine the companion plasma and
then pumped out until ionization was measured on the inter-
ferometer. The neutral pressure at which ionization occurred
was identified as theminimumpressure required for recombin-
ation. At plasma currents above 400 kA, the neutral pressure
was maintained slightly above the expected required neutral
pressure, ensuring damage did not occur to the vessel via a
non-benign termination of the beam.

Figure 5(a) presents the required neutral pressure for
recombination of an RE beam created by an injection of 7.2×
1018 impurity particles. The neutral pressure has been adjus-
ted for delays in neutral conduction between themain chamber
and the gauge, and the error bars indicate the neutral pressure
50 ms either side of the ionization time. It was found that a
higher neutral pressure was required when higher-Z impurities
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were used and the correlation is non-linear. Experiments sub-
stituting H2 for D2 showed a lower neutral pressure was
required and this is attributed to H2’s relatively higher energy
conduction.

Increasing the quantity of neon injected, figure 5(b), or the
RE current, figure 5(c), also led to an increase in the neut-
ral pressure required for recombination. This is attributed to
higher collisionality between the REs and impurities, lead-
ing to higher energy transfer from the REs to the companion
plasma. The quantity scaling was found to be non-linear and
the current threshold did not scale as a quadratic, as expected
by Ohmic power. A power balance model is being developed
to interpret these results and extrapolate to larger machines.

3.2. Neutral pressure upper limit

Inability to achieve benign termination at high neutral pres-
sure has been previously observed on DIII-D [14] and was
also observed on TCV during these experiments. No upper
limit was found on AUG up to a maximum neutral pressure of
0.75 Pa at 200 kA. Dedicated discharges on TCV with stable
post-secondary injection conditions for 200 ms were conduc-
ted to explore this phenomena. Plasma parameters were aver-
aged across this time window to identify any potential small
changes in ne measured by an interferometer (FIR) and a low
temperature Thomson Scattering chord at 9.7 cm above the
magnetic axis.

The results of this study, figure 6, clearly indicate that an
increase in companion plasma ne is observed at high neut-
ral pressures, whilst Te continues to decrease. This is attrib-
uted to an increase in the ionization rate through collisions
between REs and neutrals. The lower Te indicates that con-
duction of energy through neutrals to the walls continues to
increase. Measurements above 3 Pa were not possible due to
the lower limit of the Thomson Scattering system. This hypo-
thesis is explored in the following section through spectro-
scopic inferences.

3.2.1. Spectroscopic inferences. Broadband spectral meas-
urements obtained for high neutral pressure discharges during
the post D2 injection stable time intervals described in the pre-
vious section are presented in figure 7. These measurements
were made with a vertical view line at the center of the ves-
sel. A low neutral pressure benign termination case is over-
laid in red for comparison. An increase in continuum spectra
at wavelengths below 656 nm and above 860 nm was meas-
ured at high neutral pressure. Electron–ion recombination is
expected to become important for radiation emission at Te

below approximately 1 eV, which occurs at neutral pressures
above 1 Pa. Thus, it is hypothesized that the ionization rate has
increase due to the number of collisions between the REs and
the increased density of neutral targets. Coupled with the sub
1 eV Te, the number of electron–ion recombination reactions
has also increased. This in turn leads to the observed increase
in continuum emission below 656 nm and the immediate cutoff
at higher wavelengths or lower energies.

Figure 6. Companion plasma ne and Te as a function of neutral
pressure on TCV.

Further evidence of increased energy transfer from the RE
beam to neutrals at high neutral pressure was the rise in loop
voltage. The increased loop voltage results in a higher elec-
tric field, which in turn increases the energy of the REs.
Measurements of HXR photons at detectors positioned outside
the torus hall, shown in figure 8, provide qualitative evidence
of an increase in RE energy when the companion plasma is
not recombined or if there is a high neutral pressure [15, 16].
A decrease in HXR photon energies and counts is observed at
neutral pressures sufficient for recombination but still below
1 Pa on both AUG and TCV. An increase in RE energy is not
expected to be a limiting factor in the benign termination pro-
cess as the plasma current ramp up, which required a higher
loop voltage, was still successful.

5
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Figure 7. Spectra from high neutral pressure discharges and a low
neutral pressure benign termination case on TCV (red).

Figure 8. HXR photon spectra measured ex-vessel on AUG and
TCV.

4. Final collapse

A large mode growth rate is expected at the onset of the final
MHD instability used to expel the REs, resulting in a highly
radiating plasma which converts magnetic energy to radiated
energy. The large growth rate is ascribed to the high Alfvénic
velocity achievable in a low ne plasma, which in turn sets
the requirement for a low ne companion plasma to achieve
benign termination. The mode growth rate was inferred from
magnetic probe measurements on both machines. In-vessel
probes on the central column that were vertically closest to the
magnetic axis without saturating were used for this analysis.
Figure 9 top indicates the mode growth rate follows a similar
trend to the wetted area on TCV: increasing until a maximum
at approximately 0.5 Pa before decreasing at higher neutral
pressures. The measurements on AUG also show an increase
in mode growth rate with increasing neutral pressure. There is
however large scatter at 0.1 Pa and this is attributed to limited
measurement capabilities due to strong saturation of magnetic
probes close to the collapse.

Expulsion of the REs and transfer of the current to the cold
companion plasma results in fast CQ rates, as shown in figure 9
bottom. Measurements with the HXR spectroscopy system

Figure 9. Maximum mode growth rate (top) and CQ rate (bottom)
as a function of neutral pressure.

indicate the last HXR photon measured occurred at over 98%
of the nominal RE current prior to mode peak amplitude on
TCV for all CQ rates above 100MA s−1. The peak CQ rate,
however, was achieved at neutral pressures below the peak
mode growth rates, indicating sub-optimal growth rates may
be sufficient to expel the entire RE population. The reduction
in CQ rate at higher neutral pressures is not yet understood.

The conversion of magnetic energy to radiated energy was
inferred through bolometric measurements and is presented in
figure 10. In standard disruption sequences, bolometer meas-
urements are too slow to distinguish between emission during
the thermal quench and CQ. However, since there is effect-
ively no kinetic energy in these plasmas, all emission from the
start of the CQ can be deemed to be magnetic energy and thus
the inference is simplified. Increasing radiated energy dur-
ing the CQ was observed with increasing CQ rate and neutral
pressure, until a rollover at high neutral pressure. This result
clearly demonstrates the conversion of stored magnetic energy
to radiated energy via the benign termination technique on
both machines.

The total stored magnetic energy increases quadratically
with increasing plasma current and its influence on radiated
energy during the CQ on AUG is presented in figure 11 top.
Almost an order of magnitude more energy is radiated at
200 kA when the neutral pressure is increased and benign
termination is achieved (red). This in turn leads to a 3x
decrease in maximum heat flux inferred from the IR cameras
(figure 11 bottom) [12]. As the plasma current is increased to
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Figure 10. Radiated energy during the CQ as a function of CQ rate
(top) and neutral pressure (bottom). AUG data only at 200 kA
shown.

Figure 11. Radiated energy (top) and maximum heat flux (bottom)
as a function of neutral pressure and plasma current (colors and
symbols) on AUG.

500 and 600 kA, an increase in radiated energy of approxim-
ately another order of magnitude is measured. Conversely, the
maximum heat flux does not increase significantly, highlight-
ing the success of the benign termination technique at high
currents.

5. Conclusions

This study has developed the benign termination technique for
REs on AUG and TCV, and explored its operational space
in a systematic manner. It was found that benign termina-
tion requires a low ne companion plasma, which is achieved
through cooling via neutral conduction. The minimum neutral
pressure for recombination was found to be a non-linear func-
tion of injected impurity species, quantity and plasma current.
An upper limit in neutral pressure was observed and attributed
to increasing collisions between the REs and neutrals, leading
to a rise in ne. Benign termination was agnostic to the low-
Z material injection method and path to low qedge. Complete
expulsion of REs and conversion of the storedmagnetic energy
to radiated energy was observed at the final collapse. The effic-
acy of this conversion was linked to mode growth rate and
neutral pressure at the time of collapse. Sub-optimal mode
growth rates were still able to produce benign termination and
a reduction in CQ rate was observed at neutral pressures above
0.3 Pa on TCV. This technique was successfully used at RE
currents of up to 600 kA on AUG with maximum heat fluxes
below a non-benign termination at 200 kA.
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